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Many travellers decide to either visit the lively capital of 

Madrid or the appealing beach metropolis Barcelona-

But why not experience both?
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Day1

o Afternoon – Discover the oldest quarter of Barcelona

During the tour you explore the Gothic neighborhood which dates back to the Medieval time. Its small

streets remained a labyrinthine and lead to magnificent squares. Most of the quarter is closed to

regular traffic and offers you countless small bars, restaurants, shops, cultural as well as historical sights.

Optionally you can visit museums such as the famous Picasso Museum. The renown painter moved to

Barcelona in 1894 at the age of 14 and spent many years there. Prior to the tour, you enjoy your lunch

at El Nacional, an impressive multi space restaurant on the Passeig de Gràcia.

o Evening- Relaxing end of your first day

In the evening you have dinner at the Restaurant Maritim, located in the Club Maritime in Barcelona's 

old harbor. From its terrace you have stunning views over the seaside as well as the old yacht harbor. 

Pick up at 
Barcelona- El Prat Airport

Welcome Cocktail
at your hotel 

Time to unpack
and to refresh
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Day2

o Evening- Experience the breathtaking views over Barcelona

Dinner is held at the Restaurant Can Travi Nou that is located in the hilly north of Barcelona and

enables breathtaking views over the city. The history of the restaurant dates back to the beginning of

the 17th century. After it functioned as a farm for many years, the owners transformed it into a country

house in the beginning of the twenties. They refurbished it whilst keeping its original structure.

Nowadays you can enjoy the authentic warm and charm of a seventeenth century farmhouse with all

the modern day comforts.

o Morning- Enjoy your free time

During the morning you have some free time to explore the capital of Catalonia. If desired, Ovation 

can provide you ideas and recommendations where to go and what to see. 

o Afternoon- Dive into the world of the exceptional architect Antonio Gaudi

On the second day in Barcelona you discover Gaudi´s most representative pieces of art such as the

famous Casa Battló on the Passeig de Gracia or the Sagrada Familia Church which is an absolute must

see as it is a characteristic symbol of the city. Moreover, the Park Guell, the unique world heritage park

as well as the Exiample district are impressive examples of Gaudi's art. During the tour you enjoy lunch

in a local restaurant. Not interested in exploring bits of Gaudi`s work during your stay? No problem-

Ovation offers you countless other activities that are tailored to your wishes and preferences!
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Day3

o Evening – Explore Madrid from above 

How about discovering the beautiful skyline of the capital out of a bird eye’s view? During the tour 

you are taken to spectacular terraces that enable unique panoramas of Madrid. Following you 

enjoy a dinner while watching the sunset over Madrid. 

o Afternoon –Dive into the Spanish capital

As you know, Madrid has numerous famous sights which you visit during the afternoon such as the

Palacio Real, the Teatro Real, the Museo del Prado, the Puerta de Alcalá and the city’s beautiful

fountains of Neptuno and Cibeles. Moreover, the Plaza de Colón, Plaza de Castilla, Paza de España

or the aristocratic quarter of Salamanca are included. The tour ends with a lunch at Luzie Bombon

which is located along the famous Paseo de la Castellana.

Breakfast in your
hotel in Barcelona 

Transfer to Barcelona Sants
train station. Trip to Madrid 
with the AVE high speed train
(around 2.5 hours)

Upon request a train or
wagon can be rented in 
exclusivity.

Pick up at Madrid Puerta 
de Atocha train station

Time to 
unpack
and to 
refresh
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Day4

o Afternoon- Choose your favourite activites

During the afternoon you get to know more highlights of Madrid. You are able to choose the activities

which appeal most to you. All of the activities include a lunch during or after the tour. Below some ideas 

can be found: 

• Royal Palace Tour 

• Madrid Highlights Tour

• Prado Museum/ Reina Sofia Museum

• Gastronomic tour through the Mercado de San Miguel 

• Panoramic city tour 

• Real Madrid Santiago Bernabeu Stadium Tour… and much more!

o Evening- Enjoy a Flamenco show while dining

Dinner takes place at the Café de Chinitas which is located next to the Royal Palace. It has become

one of the most famous flamenco restaurants in the world with its traditional décor in red and black,

representing the bullfight. Throughout the evening you enjoy an authentic flamenco show.

o Morning- Enjoy your free time to explore even more of the Spanish capital!
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Day5
Breakfast in your hotel
in Madrid

o Morning- Discover the secrets of the traditional Spanish cuisine during a cooking class 

The workshop starts with a visit to a local market to purchase fresh and seasonal ingredients.

Afterwards your culinary adventure continues back at the cooking school, where a Spanish cook

teaches you how to make Spanish dishes such as tapas, paella and sangria. Towards the end of your

workshop, you are able to enjoy the freshly made dishes. Additionally you receive a recipe book to

ensures that you can make those delicious dishes back at home.

o Afternoon- Adios España!

After lunch, you are taken back to the airport of Madrid. 

Transfer to Madrid 
Barajas Airport 
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Thank  
you!

OVATION SPAIN DMC
Calle Tuset 32, 5º, 08006 Barcelona Spain

Phone: +34 93 545 33 18

Calle Santa Engracia 151, Planta 1-1ª, 28003 Madrid, Spain
Phone: +34 91 14 20 590

Visit our website: 

Ovation Spain & Portugal, offices in Barcelona – Madrid – Lisbon

http://www.ovationdmc.com/spain
http://www.ovationdmc.com/spain
http://www.ovationdmc.com/portugal

